Abstract. Composition languages like BPEL and many enactment tools only support structured process models, while most composition approaches only consider unstructured models. In this paper, we outline a semi-automatic approach for composing a set of services with data flow dependencies into a structured process model. These data flow dependencies can be automatically derived from the input and output messages of each service, but some additional user input is needed to annotate dependencies with specific branching types. Heart of the approach is a fully automatic composition algorithm that given an annotated dependency graph constructs a structured composition. We illustrate the approach by applying it to an example case study from the CrossWork project, which studies the dynamic formation of cross-organisational workflows.
Introduction
Today, companies more and more focus on their core competences, relying on competences of other companies to deliver requested products or services. The resulting cross-company collaborations give rise to networked organisations, in which one company acts as main contractor and the network partners deliver products and services to the main contractor. The market dictates that these networks are highly agile and efficient. This typically means that networks are formed on an ad hoc basis, depending upon a specific service requested by a customer.
The most promising technology to support this way of working is serviceoriented computing. Web services are self-contained functions that are defined in an implementation-independent way, usually in WSDL [8] . Their descriptions are published in a publicly accessible repository. Service consumers can search for specific web services offered by providers and invoke the found web services. Upon request of a customer, a main contractor can search the repository for basic services offered by service providers and orchestrate these into a composite service that meets the customer's request. When the composite service is enacted, the main contractor (service composer) invokes the basic services in the order specified in the service orchestration.
While BPEL [2] has emerged as standard language for describing service compositions, the actual problem of how to orchestrate a set of given services, still remains open. Formal approaches [10, 17, 18, 22] focus on automated service composition. There, the effect of each service is modelled with a pre-and post-condition. This allows the application of techniques from AI planning and program synthesis to orchestrate the services into a composite service. However, it puts the burden on the service provider to formally specify its services and to annotate the WSDL specifications with this additional information.
Other approaches are more pragmatic and derive graph-based compositions by analysing input/output dependencies between services [5, 15] . In graph-based compositions, services are coordinated through control elements like AND-splits, AND-joins, XOR-splits, and XOR-joins. Though such approaches do not require any annotation of the web services, they suffer from another disadvantage: Graph-based process models can contain flaws, for example deadlocks. Executing such a flawed composition could result in failures at run-time, which involves considerable expense to repair.
This problem with graph-based models disappears if the models are structured 1 , i.e., if each split has a corresponding join and if the split-join pairs are properly nested [13, 16] . Models violating this constraint are similar to programs containing goto's. The most important orchestration language, BPEL, is mainly structured (BPEL only allows cross links between parallel services and parallel blocks). Moreover, the research on workflow patterns has shown that each of the evaluated workflow enactment tools supports structured process models [1] . Thus, considering structured compositions only is a reasonable choice.
The goal of this paper is to outline a semi-automatic approach for composing a given set of services into a structured composition, i.e. a structured process model. The approach consists of several steps. First, dependencies between services are derived based on the input and output messages of each service. Next, these abstract dependencies are typed with concrete branching types like AND and XOR. Finally, the concrete dependencies are used to compose the services into a structured process model. While the first and last step can be fully automated, the second step needs user input, as we argue in Sect. 3.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the composition approach. Section 3 defines dependency graphs. We distinguish between abstract and concrete dependency graphs, concrete ones specifying types for branching points. Section 4 defines an algorithm which given an abstract dependency graph, fully automatically constructs a structured composition without branching types. Next, it defines how concrete dependency graph can be used to type the structured composition. Section 5 discusses how the approach is applied in the CrossWork project [9] to achieve a peer-to-peer integration of black-box workflows. Section 6 gives an overview of related work. Finally, Sect. 7 winds up with conclusions and further work.
Overview
To motivate the composition approach, we consider a simple purchasing process which consists of a number of services. Some services output data that is required by other services. The composition has to respect these data flow dependencies. The services and their dependencies are shown in graph form in Fig. 1 . Section 3 defines these graph forms formally.
By means of an arrow, we show that some service depends on another service. For example, Make production plan depends on input from Receive order. This dependency information can be easily derived from the signatures of the services (see Sect. 3). If a service has more than one incoming (outgoing dependency), then either all the previous (next) services can be done (AND) or only one (XOR). Figure 2 shows a structured composition that complies with the dependencies shown in Fig. 1 . The circles indicate splits (more than one outgoing edge) and joins (more than one incoming edge). Circles with an A denote AND splits/joins whereas ones with an O denote XOR splits/joins. Note that in structured process models circles come in pairs and that each pair has the same type (either A or O).
Furthermore, note that some dependencies are translated only indirectly into control flow. For example, in Fig. 2 there is no edge connecting Check credit and Create invoice. For graph-structured compositions, such an edge would have been created in the composition. However, there is a path from Check credit to Create invoice, thus the desired dependency is respected by the composition.
In general, however, the composition can be even more different from the data flow, since dependencies might not be structured. For example, a dependency might require a synchronisation between two parallel blocks (blocks are explained in Sect. 4). Such a synchronisation is not allowed in structured process models. This implies that a structured process implementing such a synchronisation looks quite different from the data flow dependency graph. For example the dependencies in Fig. 3 cannot be implemented straightforwardly in a structured model. Figure 5 shows a flawed composition in which the data flow dependencies are directly translated into control flow dependencies. The composition is flawed because it is not structured: there is a synchronisation between two blocks. Figure 4 shows a structured composition that does satisfy the dependencies. The dependency graph in Fig. 3 is abstract: it does not contain explicit information about AND and XOR dependencies. Therefore, we use the generic notion of a composite block, indicated with the symbol C inside the circles.
Dependency graphs
First we define and explain abstract dependency graphs. Next, concrete dependency graphs, which extend abstract dependency graphs with specific branching types, are introduced. Finally, we discuss how dependency graphs can be constructed. 
Abstract dependency graphs
Services communicate with each other through messages. Each message consists of a set of typed data items. Inline with existing work on ontological-based matching of data types in the context of services [6, 20] , we consider business types here, not low-level data types. For example, a message could comprise a data item of type order and a data item of type customer. Given a message m, we denote by types(m) the set of types of the data items in m. For each service s, input(s) denotes its input message and output(s) its output message. One of these messages is required, otherwise the service does not need to be composed with the other services. Based on the input/output data types of each service, we can define dependencies between services. If a service a outputs a data item with a certain type and service b needs as input a data item with the same type, then b depends on a. More advanced notions of matching outputs to inputs, for example those based on ontological concepts [6, 20] , can be easily used instead. If multiple messages refer to the same stateful data item, some additional dependencies based on the states need to be defined, but we do not consider that here.
We capture dependencies between a set S of services in a graph. An abstract dependency graph is a tuple (S, E) with
Note that the notion of dependency graph is quite generic and is also used in areas like program analysis and database systems. Other works in service composition like [15] also use dependency graphs.
When defining the algorithm in Sect. 4, we use some auxiliary functions on dependency graphs. Given a service s, its set of pre-condition services, written pre(s) are those services on which s depends. Symmetrically, the set of post condition services of s, written post(s), are those services that depend on s:
For the algorithm, we require that each dependency graph with services s 1 , s 2 ∈ S satisfies the following constraints:
C1 The dependency graph is acyclic. C2 If there is an edge from s 1 to s 2 , then there is no path with length greater than 1 from s 1 to s 2 .
The first constraint rules out the construction of loops. The relaxation of this constraint to deal with the construction of structured loops is planned as future work. The second constraint is needed for the algorithm, but is not very restrictive. Dependency graphs violating the constraint can be easily repaired, by either removing the violating dependency since it is redundant, or by putting an empty service between services s 1 and s 2 for each pair s 1 , s 2 of violating services. The latter solution is needed to construct if-then-else compositions with an empty else-branch.
To illustrate the differences, consider the two examples in Fig. 6 , which both violate C2. For example (a), the most obvious solution would be to remove the dependency Receive Order→Process Order, since archiving is always done and therefore the dependency is redundant. But for (b), the most logical solution is to include an empty service between Receive Credit Application and Send Notification, since Assess Risk is only required for credit applications over a certain limit (if-then-else construct). Note that we resolved both violations by applying domain knowledge. This obviously implies that we need user input. 
Concrete dependency graphs
A concrete dependency graph is a tuple (S, E, join, f ork) where (S, E) is an abstract dependency graph and functions join and f ork label respectively the incoming and outgoing dependencies of a service with the branching type:
We require that join(s) only exists if s has more than one service on which it depends. Similarly, f ork(s) only exists if s has more than one service that depends on s.
These functions are only used in the second stage (see Sect. 4.3). Note that inconsistencies can arise in that latter stage, so not every labelling yields a valid composition. We elaborate on this in Sect. 4.3.
The labelling assigns one type only to incoming resp. outgoing dependencies. This might seem restrictive. For example, languages like XPDL [25] allow that some incoming or outgoing links have type AND while other have type XOR. Thus, the dependency graph in Fig. 7 (a) would be valid in XPDL. However, we rule it out since it is ambiguous: it is not specified whether for example B and D can be done both or are exclusive.
This restriction can be overcome by using empty services, which have no implementation but whose sole purpose is to describe dependencies. For example, Fig. 7(b) shows a dependency graph with the same services and dependencies as in Fig. 7(a) , but now two empty services are included. Now, the dependency between for example B and D is made precise: either B is done or D but not both.
Constructing dependency graphs
Abstract dependency graphs can be derived completely automatically from the signature of the web services, as explained in Sect. 3.1. However, to resolve violations of C2, some user input is needed, as argued in Sect. 3.1.
Concrete dependency graphs are then constructed by the user (a domain expert), by specifying in the abstract dependency graph for each service the type of its incoming and outgoing dependencies. The reason for doing this manually is that message dependencies themselves are usually not sufficient to decide on the type of a dependency. For example, consider two services that both have as input an order for some goods. If both services deal with shipping, they would be exclusive and type XOR would be used. If one service deals with picking up the requested goods from the warehouse and another with calculating the total fee to be paid, both services are required and type AND would be useful.
The algorithm
First, we explain the structured composition language. Next we explain the construction algorithm which takes as input an abstract dependency graph and outputs a structured composition. Finally, we explain how such a structured composition can be typed by analysing the concrete dependency graph.
Structured composition language
Various formalisations of structured workflow models exist [13, 23] . We choose here a hierarchical view, where leaf nodes are services and non-leaf nodes are blocks. In the graphical syntax, the beginning and end of a block is demarcated by a split and join node respective.
We consider two kinds of blocks here: composite blocks of type COM P and sequential blocks of type SEQ. In the next section, COM P blocks are annotated with types AN D or XOR.
The children of blocks are specified as parameters, a set in case of COM P and a list in case of SEQ blocks. For example COM P {SEQ[X, Y ], SEQ[Z]} is a process in which X is done before Y and both are done in parallel with or exclusive to Z. The following definition formalises this.
Given a set of S of services, the following inductive definition formalises the set of structured compositions on S: -Each service s ∈ S is a structured composition.
-If X 1 , X 2 , . ., X n are structured compositions, then so are SEQ[X 1 , X 2 , . ., X n ]
and COM P {X 1 , X 2 , . ., X n }.
In the algorithm, we use some additional functions on blocks. Given a block b, we denote by children(b) the children of b and by parent(b) the unique parent block of b. Since we consider a hierarchical structure, each block has one parent, except the root of the hierarchy which has no parent. Finally, services(b) indicates the set of services that are a direct or indirect child of b. For example,
Construction algorithm
The construction algorithm is listed in Fig. 8 . It takes as input a dependency graph and returns a structured composition satisfying the input dependencies.
1: procedure StructuredComposition((S, E)) 2:
C := SEQ[constructBlock(Initial(S, E))] 3:
processed := Initial(S, E) 4:
while processed = S do do 5:
toprocess := next(processed) 6:
for each maximal influencing subset I of toprocess do 7:
BlockI := constructBlock(I) 8:
InputI := {s ∈ processed|post(s) ∈ I} 9:
N := the most nested block in C containing all services in InputI.
10:
if N is composite then 11:
N otP reI := {c ∈ children(N )|InputI ∩ services(c) = ∅} 12:
if N otP reI = ∅ then 13:
P reI := COM P {c ∈ children(N )|InputI ∩ services(c) = ∅} 14:
replace N by N in C 16: Due to space limitations, we do not provide a formal proof of correctness, but it can be observed that each operation changing the constructed structured composition results in another structured composition. The definition is strongly inspired by an existing algorithm to translate Petri nets into statecharts [11] .
In the initial phase, a composition is created (l. 2) from the set of Initial(S, E) of initial services, i.e. the services not depending on any other service:
Initial(S, E) = {s 1 ∈ S| s 2 ∈ S : (s 1 , s 2 ) ∈ E} Function constructBlock(X) composes a given set X of services into either a single service (if X is singleton), or otherwise into a composite block consisting of a set of sequential blocks, each containing one service from X.
Next, the set processed of services in S that are already processed is updated with the initial services (l. 3). In the main phase, the structured composition is iteratively constructed by processing services in S. In each iteration, first the set of services to be processed in this iteration is determined and put in toprocess (l. 5).
A service can be processed next if all services on which it depends have been processed, in other words, all its input data can be delivered by previously processed services. Function next returns the services to be processed next, which are those unprocessed services whose pre-condition services have been processed:
To explain lines 6-23, we first observe that services in the set toprocess cannot be processed one by one. To see why, consider the example in Fig. 9 . Suppose services A, B and C have been processed, then next returns D, E, and F. Now, D depends on both B and C. To translate this into control flow, the block encompassing both B and C has to end before D. But this implies that the block also ends before E and F. To achieve this, D, E, and F need to be processed as a group.
To define precisely which services need to be processed in a group, we introduce the notion of influence. Two services are directly influenced by each other if they depend on the same service, i.e., their pre-conditions overlap. For example, in Fig. 9 , services B and C both depend on A, and therefore directly influence each other. Note that each service directly influences itself.
Two services s 1 , s 2 influence each other if they either directly influence each other or if there is another service s that directly influences s 1 and influences s 2 . (Thus, mathematically speaking, the influence relation is the transitive closure of the direct influence relation.) For example, in Fig. 9 services E and F influence each other even though their pre-conditions are disjoint, since D directly influences both E and F.
A set of services is influencing if each of the services influences all other services in the set. An influencing set I of services is maximal compared to set of services X if adding any service s ∈ X \ I would result in a non-influencing set. For example, if in Fig. 9 X = {D, E, F}, then I = {D} is not a maximal influencing set, since E and F are lacking. Hence, the only possible set I is X itself.
Maximal influencing subsets of services are processed in lines 6-23. To explain these lines, consider the dependency graph in Fig. 1, and For the second iteration, the only service to be processed is Make Fulfillment Schedule, so I = {Make Fulfillment Schedule}.
In line 7, first the block comprising the services in I is constructed. Next, line 8 defines the set InputI of services in processed on which services in I depend. For the example, InputI = {Make Production Plan, Get Shipment Plan}.
Set InputI is used next (l. 9) to search the constructed composition for the most nested block N containing all pre-condition services for I. For the exam-
If N is a basic service (l. 19), then BlockI can be appended to the SEQ block parent of N (l. 20) . Note that by construction, each basic service has a SEQ parent.
If N is a COM P block (l. 10), there are two cases.
-N is a COM P block having some child blocks that do not contain any service pre-condition to I (l. 12). Then the new block BlockI only needs to be appended to those child blocks of N on which services in I depend. Hence, BlockI needs to be inserted into N , rather than appended to the parent of N . In the example, child block SEQ[Check Credit] of N does not contain any service input to Make Fulfillment Schedule. Thus, Make Fulfillment Schedule does not need to be appended to Check Credit, but only to the block encompassing Make Production Plan and Get Shipment Plan. In line 13 a new composite block P reI is constructed which has only those children of N that contain services on which some service in I depends. For the example, P reI becomes COMP{SEQ[Make Production Plan],SEQ[Get Shipment Plan]}. Next, the new block N is a composite block, consisting of one sequential child block consisting of P reI followed by BlockI, plus the child blocks in N otP reI, which do not contain any service that is pre-condition to I (l. 14). Finally, the constructed composition is returned (l. 25).
Concrete dependencies
As explained in Sect. 3, if a service has multiple incoming or outgoing dependencies, these dependencies can be annotated with types. The resulting dependency graph is a concrete dependency graph.
Concrete dependency graphs can be used in a straightforward manner to type composite COM P nodes in the structured composition returned by the algorithm in Fig. 8 . If a service s has more than one outgoing dependency, then each COM P block b for which each child has services that depend on s, gets the type f ork(s). Symmetrically, if a service s has more than one incoming dependency, then each COM P block b for which each child has services on which s depends, gets type join(s). The following definition defines this formally: Note that an inconsistent labelling of the concrete dependency graph might lead to conflicting types being assigned to the same block. For example, if in Fig. 1 join(Make Fulfillment Schedule) would be XOR rather than AND, this would mean that Make Production Plan and Get Shipment Plan are exclusive, while f ork(Receive Order) stipulates they are done both. In that case, the structured composition cannot be typed in a consistent way, and the concrete dependency graph should be changed.
CrossWork case study
In this section, the complete approach is explained by means of a case study from the IST project CrossWork [9] . The goal of CrossWork is to support the dynamic formation of Networks of Automotive Excellence (NoAE). These networks are virtual enterprises, consisting of automotive suppliers that collaborate with each other to deliver a product requested by an OEM. Examples of such a product are the interior of a car or a watertank for a truck. Suppliers need to collaborate since an individual supplier is typically not large enough to handle a product request of an OEM all by itself. An NoAE is formed dynamically, depending upon the specific product request received by one specific supplier (the main contractor). The two main steps in dynamic NoAE formation is finding the partner suppliers that can deliver parts of the requested product (team formation) and constructing a global NoAE workflow that coordinates and integrates the local workflows of the individual suppliers (workflow formation). This paper focuses on the last part.
In the case study, an OEM requests a watertank from one member of a cluster of automotive suppliers. We assume the member has selected the partners. The workflow of each partner is shown as a black box service in Fig. 10 . Thus, the internal structure of the local workflows is hidden, but partner suppliers can offer an external view to the entire network through some additional interfaces [12] . Note that the dependency graph in Fig. 10 violates the second constraint on dependency graphs, since there is an edge connecting Prepare Orders and Assemble Motorpump. Therefore, the user (a domain expert) has to provide a corrected version, and also needs to annotate the dependencies with types. Figure 11 shows a corrected concrete dependency graph. For example, the user has decided that only one of the services produceGrommet and buyGrommet is necessary. Next, three dummy services were needed to obtain a valid typing. Furthermore, some direct dependencies, e.g. between prepareOrders and assembleMotorPump have been removed, because the user decided they are redundant (e.g. prepareOrders delivers input to assembleMotorPump by means of produceMotor).
Finally, the workflow is composed using the algorithm defined in Sect. 4. The result of the composition is shown in Figure 12 . This workflow is now ready to be fed into a workflow engine and to organize a production of a watertank. For the demonstrator prototype, a BPEL engine is used.
Related work
The topic of service composition has attracted already the attention of many researchers. Existing approaches can be classified into three categories: manual, partly automated, or fully automated. Approaches in the manual category assume that a user manually designs a service composition, including the binding to concrete web services. In this category we find languages like BPEL [2] and JOpera [21] and concrete composition prototypes [3, 26] .
In approaches in the semi-automatic category [7, 19] , the user must provide a composition skeleton which defines the process logic. This skeleton is then instantiated automatically by searching for atomic services that match each of the services specified in the skeleton. The focus of these approaches lies on automatically finding substitute services for a specified service.
Fully automatic approaches (e.g. [4, 10, 17, 24] ) mostly come from the field of AI or formal reasoning. These approaches require that web services are specified formally with pre-and post-conditions. This puts a considerable burden on the shoulders of service designers, since WSDL specifications do not require that level of detail and hence need to be annotated with the additional pre-and post-conditions. Though our approach is semi-automatic, the actual composition algorithm is fully automated. Compared to the automated composition approaches, our approach is much simpler since we do not require formally specified pre-and post-conditions, and thus user do not have to provide as much input as in the mentioned other approaches. Drawback, however, is that our approach is less precise, since service dependencies are less detailed than pre-and post-conditions.
As explained in the introduction (Sect. 1), the work most resembling ours is [5, 15] . However, these approaches focus on composing unstructured process models, while we construct structured ones. As shown in Sect. 2, constructing structured models is more complex since data flow dependencies cannot be translated directly into structured control flow. In fact, we are aware of only one other approach [10] that constructs structured process models, but that one is based on formal pre and post-condition reasoning.
Another way of dealing with the unstructuredness problem would be to transform an unstructured process model into a structured one. Some preliminary research has been done on this topic [13, 14, 16] , based on techniques developed in the 70's and 80's to structure sequential programs containing goto's. Unfortunately, converting an unstructured process model into a structured one has revealed to be quite intricate, because process models can contain parallelism while programs are sequential. Consequently, only for sequential process models automated transformations exist. We therefore have adopted an approach in which services are directly composed into a structured process model.
Conclusions and further work
We have presented an approach for composing services into a structured composition. Though the approach itself requires manual input, a large part of it is fully automated. Key part is an algorithm that given a set of services and their interdependencies, fully automatically constructs a structured composition satisfying the given dependencies. The user must still give input to the algorithm by annotating the dependency graphs. However, this work is a lot less than annotating services with formal pre-and post-conditions, which is required by most other comparable service composition approaches.
Key feature of the approach is that the constructed compositions are structured and make use only of basic workflow patterns that are supported by virtually every workflow tool [1] . This feature enables the constructed compositions to be encoded straightforwardly into any process language including BPEL [2] and other standard languages like XPDL [25] . However, it considerably complicates the composition task, since dependencies cannot be translated directly into control flow links.
For further work, we plan to extend the algorithm to deal with loops. Also, we are currently implementing the algorithm in a prototype in the context of the CrossWork project [9] .
